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Environmental	 assets	 like	 arable	 land	 and	 water	 have	 been	 developed	 extensively	 with	
consequences	such	as	 large-scale	groundwater	depletion	caused	by	agricultural	 irrigation.	Yet	
even	in	such	a	dramatically	affected	area,	many	people	are	still	unaware	of	the	consequences	of	
large-scale	 groundwater	 pumping.	 Combining	 open	 data	 with	 modern	 computer	 technology	































































deposits	 in	 the	east	overlain	with	alluvial	deposits	 that	preferentially	 form	rivers,	 such	as	 the	







Figure	 3.	 Groundwater	 declines	 are	 greatest	 (40	 to	 50+	meters)	where	 the	 Arkansas	 River	 is	












the	 data	 displayed	 in	 the	 charts.	 Here,	 two	 different	 years,	 1953	 and	 2003,	 have	 been	
vii	
	
superimposed	 to	 facilitate	 comparisons	 over	 a	 50-year	 time	 period.	 In	 1953,	 prior	 to	 heavy	














values	are	downloaded	 from	 the	National	Water	 Information	System	 (U.S.	Geological	 Survey,	
n.d.),	and	Palmer	Drought	Severity	Indices	(PDSI)	are	downloaded	from	the	Climate	at	a	Glance	
(NOAA	National	Centers	 for	Environmental	 Information,	2017)	data	portal.	Retrieved	datasets	
come	 in	 different	 file	 formats,	 are	 on	 different	 spatial	 and	 temporal	 scales,	 and	 must	 be	
processed.	Annual	groundwater	level	and	pumping	must	be	adjusted	to	a	monthly	format.	The	









Groundwater	 decline,	 predominantly	 driven	 by	 overexploiting	major	 aquifers,	 fuels	 concerns	









These	 examples	 epitomize	 the	 need	 to	 implement	 groundwater	 management	 practices	 that	
further	 agricultural	 production	 and	 environmental	 stewardship	 as	 many	 people	 remain/are	
unaware	of	the	role	played	by	large-scale	groundwater	depletion.	This	work	features	the	High	




be	 informed	and	motivated	through	an	understanding	of	 its	past	and	present	 (Haacker	et	al.,	
2016).	 Community	 understanding	 of	 historical	water-use	 trends	 that	 have	 led	 to	 the	 current	











groundwater	 decline	 is	 realistically	 achievable	 (Butler	 et	 al.,	 2016).	 However,	 state-wide	
legislation	 is	necessary	 to	amends	water	 rights	and	 implement	water-use	 regulations	held	by	







hydraulically	connected	geologic	units,	and	 is	 the	primary	source	of	water	 for	 the	agricultural	
industry	(Buchanan	et	al.,	2015;	Gutentag	et	al.,	1984).	About	79,800	kilometers2	(30,800	miles2)	
of	 the	 aquifer	 lies	within	 Kansas	 and	 its	 varying	 geology	 affects	 both	 surface	 and	 subsurface	
hydrology.	The	Miocene-aged	Ogallala	deposits	make	up	most	of	the	HPA	consisting	of	up	to	215	
Figure	 1.	 Groundwater	 management	 districts	 (GMDs)	 (Kansas	 Department	 of	 Agriculture,	 1996)	 oversee	
stewardship	of	different	areas	across	the	High	Plains	aquifer	(HPA)	(U.S.	Geological	Survey,	1995)	in	western	
Kansas,	such	as	implementing	efforts	to	reduce	pumping.	Map	created	by	Misty	Porter	using	the	High	Plains	




m	of	mostly	heterogeneous	unconsolidated	sands,	gravel,	 silt	&	clay	making	 it	easy	 to	pump.	

















shown	 as	 black	 lines	
on	the	map.	However,	
when	 streams	 are	 no	
longer	 connected	 to	
































(Gutentag	 et	 al.,	 1984)	 and	 is	 thickest	 in	 southwest	
Kansas	where	it	exceeded	91	meters	(300	feet)	prior	to	





to	 provide	 access	 to	water	 for	 agricultural	 practices.	
Center	 pivot	 irrigation	 expanded	 the	 agricultural	
industry	 by	 increasing	 access	 to	 new	 land	 and	 crops	
that	 previously	 could	 not	 be	
cultivated	 (Buchanan	 et	 al.,	
2015).	 From	 predevelopment	 to	 2012,	 Hacker	 et	 al.	
(2016)	calculated	a	28%	reduction	 in	the	central	HPA	
aquifer	 storage	volume,	 from	887	kilometers3	 to	636	





10	 meters)	 in	 central	 Kansas	 where	 the	
Arkansas	 River	 is	 still	 perennial	 (Modified	
from	 (Scanlon	 et	 al.,	 2012)).	 Groundwater	
level	decline	trends	form	a	silhouette	of	the	
Arkansas	 River	 (traced	 with	 the	 green	 line)	















Irrigation	 is	 depleting	 the	 aquifer	 and	 has	 raised	 concerns	 for	 the	 future	 as	 the	 longevity	 of	
freshwater	 to	 support	 irrigated	 agriculture	 puts	 the	 livelihoods	 of	 farmers,	 vitality	 of	 the	
economy,	 surface	water	 dynamics,	 and	 natural	 ecosystems	 in	 jeopardy.	 Conservation	 efforts	
require	 understanding	 the	 complex	 relationships	 between	 groundwater	 and	 surface-water	
interactions,	as	well	as	aquifer	behavior	in	response	to	natural	seasonal	variation	that	can	create	


















“a	 community-based	 and	 accessible	 framework	 that	 integrates	 a	 variety	 of	 data”	 to	 support	
quality	decisions	and	an	open	dialog	among	all	those	affected.	In	an	effort	to	address	this	need,	
the	focus	of	this	thesis	project	has	been	designing	a	web-based	interactive	spatio-temporal	geo-
visualization	 tool,	 DiscoverWater.	 The	 prototype	 demonstrates	 the	 capacity	 to	 elucidate	








Excessive	 global	 groundwater	 depletion	 of	 agriculturally-dependent	 aquifers	 jeopardizes	
livelihoods,	the	vitality	of	the	economy,	and	the	stewardship	of	natural	ecosystems.	The	need	for	













but	 current	 methods	 are	 too	 simple	 to	 reveal	 important	 aspects	 of	 multidimensional	 data.	
Statistical	or	dimensionality	reduction,	cluttering,	and	occlusion	need	to	be	addressed	(Kehrer	
and	Hauser,	2013;	Rübel	et	al.,	2010).	Advances	 in	computing	technology	throughout	the	 late	
1990s	 to	early	2000s	 fostered	 the	development	of	 scientific	data	 visualization	and	animation	
methods	enabling	temporal	animation	to	be	achieved	as	chronologically	sequenced	static	maps	
on	 a	 playback	 loop.	 Yet,	 geographic	 visualization	 (geo-visualization)	 has	 lacked	 support	 for	









and	 suggesting	 interdependencies	 between	 time-varying,	 spatially-distributed	 quantities;	 it	 is	
called	DiscoverWater.	DiscoverWater	is	a	time-evolving	map	with	graphs	based	on	time-series	
data.	It	is	designed	and	built	to	display	how	water	resources	change	on	the	landscape	and	in	the	
subsurface	 in	 response	 to	 climate	and	pumping	 rates.	This	amalgamation	makes	 the	changes	
















This	 project	 expands	 upon	 existing	methods	 by	 combining	multiple	 time-series	 datasets	 and	
effective	 spatio-temporal	 visualization	 strategies	 to	 reveal	 data	 interactions	 and	 inter-
dependencies.	 Coalescing	 datasets	 in	 this	 way	 captures	 multiple	 aspects	 of	 the	 hydrologic	








The	 framework	 for	 constructing	DiscoverWater	 is	 founded	on	 constructing	 a	web-portal	 to	 a	
compound	interactive	experience	associating	heterogeneous	multivariate	data	with	geographic	







2012)	 leverages	 web	 services	 and	 an	 interactive	 GUI	 (graphical	 user	 interface)	 to	 facilitate	
discovering	 and	 procuring	 hydrologic	 data.	Web	 services	 can	 also	 be	 utilized	 without	 a	 GUI	
through	visual	markup	languages,	such	WaterML,	and	API	scripts,	most	commonly	Python	and	
JavaScript.	Representational	State	Transfer	(REST)	web	services,	Web	Map	Services	(WMS),	and,	
less	 commonly,	 Web	 Feature	 Services	 (WFS)	 (Li	 et	 al.,	 2015)	 are	 examples	 of	 web	 services	
encountered	 in	 this	work	 for	acquiring	data	directly	 from	the	host	 institution’s	database.	The	
United	States	Geological	Survey	(USGS)	Statistics	Web	Service	(U.S.	Geological	Survey,	2016)	uses	
REST	to	generate	a	static	link	with	defined	parameters	that	returns	a	table	of	daily,	monthly,	or	




Format)	 data	 arrays	 following	 GML	 (Geographic	 Markup	 Language)	 encoding	 rules	 (Palmer,	
2012).	The	Open	Geospatial	Consortium	(OGC)	is	working	toward	making	WaterML	the	universal	
standard	 for	 hydrological	 data.	 To	 avoid	 bottlenecks	 delaying	 data	 transfer,	 cumbersome	










protocols	 for	 accessing	 the	 website	 contents	 as	 defined	 in	 the	 HTML	 (Hypertext	 Markup	
Language)	 file,	 JavaScript	 provides	 intractability	 with	 the	 website,	 and	 AJAX	 (Asynchronous	







have	 been	 sought	 for	 decades.	 Current	 options	 deemed	 appropriate	 for	 water	 resource	
development	include	low-flow	indices	and	statistical	analyses	to	characterize	the	probability	of	
streamflow	 using	 “naturalized	 historical	 flow	 records”	 to	 establish	 a	 set	 proportion,	 or	
























systems	 (GIS)	 promoting	 web-enabled	 geo-visualizations.	 The	 advent	 of	 cloud-computing	



















the	 stream	 is	 depicted	 by	 changing	 the	 width	 of	 the	 stream	 segments,	 and	 the	 amount	 of	
streamflow	relative	to	historic	flow	is	depicted	by	changing	the	color	of	the	stream	segments.	
Interactive	 web	 maps,	 such	 as	 the	 Deltares	 Aqua	 Monitor	 (https://www.aqua-
monitor.appspot.com)	 (Donchyts	 et	 al.,	 2016),	 allows	 the	user	 to	 specify	 a	 location	 and	 then	
examine	 land	 and	water	 changes	 using	 a	 time	 slider	 to	 advance	 through	30	 years	 of	 remote	
sensed	data.	The	Deltares	Aqua	Monitor	web	app	runs	on	the	cloud-computing	power	of	Google	
Earth	Engine	making	real-time	computations	from	global	Landsat	imagery	to	detect	increases	and	






Aquifer	 (HPA),	 and	 was	 chosen	 as	 the	 study	 site	 to	 demonstrate	 the	 potential	 of	 the	





















historical	 record	 (Pyrce,	 2004;	 Tharme,	 2003).	 DiscoverWater	 visualizes	 data	 for	 streamflow,	
























Monthly County Annual County Annual Climate 
Division 
Monthly 
Coolidge 1950 – 2017 Hamilton 1939 – 2017 Hamilton 1957 – 2017 7 1950 – 2016 
Syracuse 1902 – 2017 Hamilton 1939 – 2017 Hamilton 1957 – 2017 7 1950 – 2016 
Garden 
City 
1922 – 2017 Finney 1934 – 2017 Finney 1956 – 2017 7 1950 – 2016 
Dodge 
City 1902 – 2007 Ford 1938 – 2017 Ford 1958 – 2017 7 1950 – 2016 
Great 
Bend 1940 – 2017 Barton 1942 – 2017 Barton 1956 – 2017 5 1950 – 2016 





























version	5.3.4	 (The	Document	Foundation,	2017)	 is	an	open	source	spreadsheet	 software	 that	















For	 the	 application	 of	 this	 project,	 streamflow	 is	 classified	 by	 percentile	 of	 historical	 flow	
following	 the	 same	method	 currently	 used	 for	 the	 USGS	WaterWatch	maps	 (U.S.	 Geological	
Survey,	2008).	The	monthly	average	streamflow	data	downloaded	for	each	gage	station	in	this	
project	are	normalized	to	the	entire	historic	record	and	each	percentile	was	calculated	using	the	
“PERCENTILE”	 function	 in	 LibreOffice	Calc.	 These	values	are	 the	break	points	 for	determining	
which	color	will	be	assigned	to	that	data	point.	A	color	scale,	as	shown	in	the	legend	of	Error!	






rank	 to	 account	 for	 these	 outliers.	 Formatting	 for	 streamflow	 values	 is	 applied	 using	 CSS	
(Cascading	Style	Sheets)	as	recent	versions	of	the	web-mapping	APIs	used	 in	this	project	now	
require	 the	 use	 of	 CSS	 for	 styling	 to	 enable	 the	 application	 of	 data-driven	 formatting.	 For	
example,	the	style	properties	were	defined	directly	within	the	JavaScript	code	for	layer	and	series	
properties	in	Highcharts	version	4.2.6,	but	Highcharts	version	5.0.12	defines	the	style	properties	










most	 widely-used	 commercial	 program	 in	 the	 ArcGIS	 software	 suite,	 has	 a	 streamlined	 GUI	
making	robust	map	operations	and	design	less	complicated.	While	ArcMap	version	10.3	excels	at	














multidimensional	 spatio-temporal	display	of	 interest	as	using	multiple	views	 is	compelling	 for	
interactive	data	exploration	(Rübel	et	al.,	2010).	The	chart	tools	included	in	QGIS	and	ArcGIS	were	
too	limited,	so	interactive	charts	were	designed	with	JavaScript	APIs.	However,	the	GIS	programs	
lack	 the	 ability	 to	 integrate	 the	 interactive	 charts	 designed	 with	 JavaScript	 APIs.	 This	 is	 an	















Successfully	 re-constructing	 the	 framework	 designed	 with	 GIS	 software	 for	 web	 use	 is	 the	
product	of	an	extensive	evaluation	of	several	different	APIs.	Nonetheless	the	charts	are	created	



























with	 the	 addition	 of	 the	 Leaflet	 Time	 Dimension	 Plugin	
(https://github.com/socib/Leaflet.TimeDimension).	Leaflet	version	1.0.3	was	easy	to	use	and	the	
framework	design	was	achieved	quickly.	Unfortunately,	the	examples	in	the	documentation	for	




















































The	 DiscoverWater	 charts	 component	 spatially	 and	 temporally	 aligns	 data	 for	 irrigation,	
streamflow,	groundwater	level,	and	climate.	Users	interact	with	the	chart	by	moving	their	mouse	
across	 the	 chart	 area	 while	 a	 vertical	 line	 synchronizes	 the	 data	 displayed	 on	 each	 chart.	
Arranging	multiple	datasets	in	this	manner	allow	for	observing	trends	within	a	dataset	and	across	
datasets	providing	a	more	coherent	explanation	of	conditions	at	that	time.	Ephemeral	streams	
were	 not	 given	 an	 exclusive	 classification	 to	 separate	 them	 from	 low-flow	perennial	 streams	
because	 it	 is	 a	 complex	 challenge	 to	 quantitatively	 classify	 ephemeral	 streams	 without	
considering	 both	 streamflow	 and	 baseflow.	 Streamflow	 data	 alone	 are	 insufficient	 because	
ephemeral	streams	typically	have	dry	streambeds	except	during	high	precipitation	events,	but	
lack	of	streamflow	does	not	indicate	a	lack	of	baseflow.	However,	using	the	DiscoverWater	charts	
to	 identify	consistent	periods	where	 low	streamflow	aligns	with	 low	groundwater	 levels	helps	








flows,	 rarely	 below	 normal	 (25-75%)	 and	 several	 other	 extreme	 flow	 events.	 Despite	 the	
abundance	 of	 water,	 pumping	 for	 irrigation	 remained	 relatively	 stable.	 Since	 the	 55	m3/s	 of	




































































components	 side-by-side	 with	 the	 description	 of	 key	 hydrological	 moments	 to	 guide	 users	
through	 some	 of	 the	 insights	 that	 can	 be	 gleaned	 such	 as	 the	 severe	 decline	 in	 streamflow	
coinciding	with	excessing	pumping	from	development	of	the	aquifer	with	center-pivot	irrigation.	
Figure	 7	 shows	 a	 condensed	 version	 of	 the	 DiscoverWater	 web	 app	 with	 snapshots	 of	 two	





the	 10-25th	 percentile,	 and	 groundwater	 declined	 to	 12	 m	 below	 the	 surface—a	 4.3-meter	
Figure	 6.	 Maps	 and	 charts	 appear	 side-by-side	 in	 DiscoverWater	 to	 provide	 a	 spatial	 context	 for	 the	 data	









































































































There	 are	many	 visualization	 techniques	 to	 illustrate	 anthropogenic	 impact	 to	 the	hydrologic	
system.	 Truly	 understanding	 human	 influence	 since	 pre-development	 requires	 seeing	 the	 big	
picture	of	how	different	natural	components	interact	and	affect	each	other	by	bringing	together	
their	respective	datasets	with	a	long	historical	record--groundwater	level,	streamflow,	climate,	
and	 water	 use	 for	 irrigation.	 Combining	 stacked	 plots	 of	 these	 data	 into	 a	 synchronized,	
interactive	 visualization	 allows	 comparisons	 to	 be	 made	 from	 the	 period	 of	 pre-agricultural	
development	 to	 present	 time.	 Through	 data-driven	 visualization	methods,	 this	 dynamic	map	










level.	 Pumping	 peaked	 in	 the	 early	 1980s,	 yet	 streamflow-groundwater	 interaction	 is	 still	



















way	 to	 analyze	 other	 hydrologically	 critical	 regions	 in	 the	 United	 States,	 as	 well	 as	 global	







Visualizing	 low-flows	 (<10%)	measured	 at	 the	 stream	 gage	 station	 with	 the	 color	 red,	 has	 a	
powerful	impact	on	illustrating	declines	in	streamflow.	A	separate	classification	for	a	stream	in	
the	ephemeral	state	would	empower	advancements	 in	understanding	ephemeral	streams.	An	
algorithm	 that	 integrates	 flow-duration	 curves	 for	 rainfall	 runoff	 (Costa	 et	 al.,	 2014),	 total	
sensitivity	scores	 for	 land-use	 impact	 (O’Connor	et	al.,	2014),	and	very-high-spatial	 resolution	
remotely	sensed	imagery	to	detect	the	extent	of	ephemeral	 landscapes	(Hamada	et	al.,	2016)	
would	produce	a	more	holistic	environmental	flow	method	for	characterizing	streamflow	(Pyrce,	






controlled	 slider	 bar	 to	 temporally	 scroll	 through	 the	 flow	 data	 displayed	 on	 the	 map	 and	


















The	manuscript	 in	 Chapter	 2	 of	 this	 thesis	will	 be	 published	 in	 a	 peer-reviewed	 journal.	 The	
DiscoverWater	 website	 will	 remain	 hosted	 by	 The	 University	 of	 Kansas	 at	 http://discover-


























































































































































































time	 within	 a	 geographic	 context	 (temporally-varying/spatially-
fixed	or	 temporally-varying/spatially-varying).	This	has	also	been	










long lat site_no site_nm date Q_m GW_m PDSI PUMP_m
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1950-10 5.59 -8.32 0.6 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1950-11 5.92 -8.32 0.6 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1950-12 5.38 -8.32 0.6 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-01 5.24 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-02 5.96 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-03 4 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-04 3.51 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-05 62.5 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-06 23.7 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-07 8.34 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-08 14.38 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-09 9.5 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-10 7.29 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-11 6.31 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1951-12 4.94 -7.45 4 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-01 6.17 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-02 5.43 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-03 5 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-04 4.4 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-05 5.66 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-06 1.96 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-07 0.59 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-08 3.76 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-09 1.55 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-10 1.44 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-11 2.35 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1952-12 4.16 -7.64 -0.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-01 4.67 -11.96 -3.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-02 3.9 -11.96 -3.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-03 2.19 -11.96 -3.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-04 4.59 -11.96 -3.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-05 1.42 -11.96 -3.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-06 0.92 -11.96 -3.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-07 6.59 -11.96 -3.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-08 10.34 -11.96 -3.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-09 0.78 -11.96 -3.5 0
-101.75684 37.96612 7138000 SYRACUSE 1953-10 0.29 -11.96 -3.5 0



























						<!--	 Sets	 up	 containers	 for	 each	 chart	 and	 one	 container	 that	 combines	 all	 charts	 for	
synchronization	-->	
						<div	id="syncChart"	style="width:	100%;	margin-left:	auto;	margin-right:	auto">	
										<div	 id="pumpChart"	 style="width:	 100%;height:	 190px;	margin-left:	 auto;	margin-right:	
auto"></div>	




										<div	 id="gwChart"	 style="width:	 100%;height:	 190px;	 margin-left:	 auto;	 margin-right:	
auto"></div>	



































































































































































































































































































































































	$.getJSON("GW_Hamilton.json").done(function(rawData)	{	 //	 Call	 JSON	 file	 with	 PDSI	 data	
from	cPanel.	
				var	data	=	[]	




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1950-10",	"year":	1950,	"month":	10,	"Q":	197.5,	"GW":	-27.29,	"PDSI":	
"0.6475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1950-11",	"year":	1950,	"month":	11,	"Q":	209.2,	"GW":	-27.29,	"PDSI":	
"0.6475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1950-12",	"year":	1950,	"month":	12,	"Q":	190.1,	"GW":	-27.29,	"PDSI":	
"0.6475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-01",	"year":	1951,	"month":	1,	"Q":	184.9,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-02",	"year":	1951,	"month":	2,	"Q":	210.5,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-03",	"year":	1951,	"month":	3,	"Q":	141.3,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-04",	"year":	1951,	"month":	4,	"Q":	123.9,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-05",	"year":	1951,	"month":	5,	"Q":	2207.0,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-06",	"year":	1951,	"month":	6,	"Q":	837.0,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-07",	"year":	1951,	"month":	7,	"Q":	294.5,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	




{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-08",	"year":	1951,	"month":	8,	"Q":	508.0,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-09",	"year":	1951,	"month":	9,	"Q":	335.6,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-10",	"year":	1951,	"month":	10,	"Q":	257.5,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-11",	"year":	1951,	"month":	11,	"Q":	222.9,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1951-12",	"year":	1951,	"month":	12,	"Q":	174.4,	"GW":	-24.45,	"PDSI":	
"3.96583333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-01",	"year":	1952,	"month":	1,	"Q":	218.0,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-02",	"year":	1952,	"month":	2,	"Q":	191.8,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-03",	"year":	1952,	"month":	3,	"Q":	176.7,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-04",	"year":	1952,	"month":	4,	"Q":	155.5,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-05",	"year":	1952,	"month":	5,	"Q":	199.8,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-07",	"year":	1952,	"month":	7,	"Q":	21.0,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-08",	"year":	1952,	"month":	8,	"Q":	132.8,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-09",	"year":	1952,	"month":	9,	"Q":	54.9,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-10",	"year":	1952,	"month":	10,	"Q":	50.7,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-11",	"year":	1952,	"month":	11,	"Q":	83.0,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	"-
0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1952-12",	"year":	1952,	"month":	12,	"Q":	146.9,	"GW":	-25.05,	"PDSI":	
"-0.5475",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-01",	"year":	1953,	"month":	1,	"Q":	164.8,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-02",	"year":	1953,	"month":	2,	"Q":	137.6,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-03",	"year":	1953,	"month":	3,	"Q":	77.5,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-04",	"year":	1953,	"month":	4,	"Q":	162.1,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-05",	"year":	1953,	"month":	5,	"Q":	50.2,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	




3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-07",	"year":	1953,	"month":	7,	"Q":	232.7,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-08",	"year":	1953,	"month":	8,	"Q":	365.2,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-09",	"year":	1953,	"month":	9,	"Q":	27.4,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-10",	"year":	1953,	"month":	10,	"Q":	10.2,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-11",	"year":	1953,	"month":	11,	"Q":	70.0,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	"-
3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1953-12",	"year":	1953,	"month":	12,	"Q":	104.1,	"GW":	-39.25,	"PDSI":	
"-3.47666666666667",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-01",	"year":	1954,	"month":	1,	"Q":	111.4,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-02",	"year":	1954,	"month":	2,	"Q":	117.4,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-03",	"year":	1954,	"month":	3,	"Q":	86.1,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	




3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-05",	"year":	1954,	"month":	5,	"Q":	44.5,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-06",	"year":	1954,	"month":	6,	"Q":	7.04,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-07",	"year":	1954,	"month":	7,	"Q":	170.0,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-08",	"year":	1954,	"month":	8,	"Q":	597.2,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-09",	"year":	1954,	"month":	9,	"Q":	85.3,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-10",	"year":	1954,	"month":	10,	"Q":	11.4,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-11",	"year":	1954,	"month":	11,	"Q":	32.1,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1954-12",	"year":	1954,	"month":	12,	"Q":	53.6,	"GW":	-42.56,	"PDSI":	"-
3.57083333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-01",	"year":	1955,	"month":	1,	"Q":	62.1,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	"-
3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	




3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-03",	"year":	1955,	"month":	3,	"Q":	36.3,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	"-
3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-04",	"year":	1955,	"month":	4,	"Q":	48.4,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	"-
3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-05",	"year":	1955,	"month":	5,	"Q":	470.6,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	"-
3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-06",	"year":	1955,	"month":	6,	"Q":	139.8,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	"-
3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-07",	"year":	1955,	"month":	7,	"Q":	351.4,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	"-
3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-08",	"year":	1955,	"month":	8,	"Q":	502.5,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	"-
3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-09",	"year":	1955,	"month":	9,	"Q":	422.6,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	"-
3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-10",	"year":	1955,	"month":	10,	"Q":	153.0,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	
"-3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1955-11",	"year":	1955,	"month":	11,	"Q":	92.3,	"GW":	-28.05,	"PDSI":	"-
3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	




3.06833333333333",	 "PUMP":	 0.0	 },	 "geometry":	 {	 "type":	 "Point",	 "coordinates":	 [	 -101.7568387,	
37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-01",	"year":	1956,	"month":	1,	"Q":	84.4,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-02",	"year":	1956,	"month":	2,	"Q":	84.8,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-03",	"year":	1956,	"month":	3,	"Q":	74.9,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-04",	"year":	1956,	"month":	4,	"Q":	259.9,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-05",	"year":	1956,	"month":	5,	"Q":	73.7,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-06",	"year":	1956,	"month":	6,	"Q":	61.5,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-07",	"year":	1956,	"month":	7,	"Q":	250.1,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-08",	"year":	1956,	"month":	8,	"Q":	303.9,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-09",	"year":	1956,	"month":	9,	"Q":	59.1,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-10",	"year":	1956,	"month":	10,	"Q":	7.0,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1956-11",	"year":	1956,	"month":	11,	"Q":	31.7,	"GW":	-27.82,	"PDSI":	"-
4.6675",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1957-01",	 "year":	1957,	"month":	1,	 "Q":	34.2,	 "GW":	 -28.46,	 "PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1957-02",	 "year":	1957,	"month":	2,	 "Q":	62.4,	 "GW":	 -28.46,	 "PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1957-03",	 "year":	1957,	"month":	3,	 "Q":	58.3,	 "GW":	 -28.46,	 "PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1957-04",	"year":	1957,	"month":	4,	"Q":	174.4,	"GW":	-28.46,	"PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1957-05",	"year":	1957,	"month":	5,	"Q":	678.2,	"GW":	-28.46,	"PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1957-06",	"year":	1957,	"month":	6,	"Q":	359.9,	"GW":	-28.46,	"PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1957-07",	"year":	1957,	"month":	7,	"Q":	353.8,	"GW":	-28.46,	"PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1957-08",	"year":	1957,	"month":	8,	"Q":	498.3,	"GW":	-28.46,	"PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1957-09",	"year":	1957,	"month":	9,	"Q":	365.0,	"GW":	-28.46,	"PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1957-10",	"year":	1957,	"month":	10,	"Q":	254.6,	"GW":	-28.46,	"PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1957-11",	"year":	1957,	"month":	11,	"Q":	129.6,	"GW":	-28.46,	"PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1957-12",	"year":	1957,	"month":	12,	"Q":	127.9,	"GW":	-28.46,	"PDSI":	
"1.115",	"PUMP":	0.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-02",	"year":	1958,	"month":	2,	"Q":	138.7,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-03",	"year":	1958,	"month":	3,	"Q":	140.0,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-04",	"year":	1958,	"month":	4,	"Q":	134.0,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-05",	"year":	1958,	"month":	5,	"Q":	489.1,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-06",	"year":	1958,	"month":	6,	"Q":	236.0,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-07",	"year":	1958,	"month":	7,	"Q":	389.3,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-08",	"year":	1958,	"month":	8,	"Q":	300.0,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-09",	"year":	1958,	"month":	9,	"Q":	301.7,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-10",	"year":	1958,	"month":	10,	"Q":	274.5,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-11",	"year":	1958,	"month":	11,	"Q":	178.8,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1958-12",	"year":	1958,	"month":	12,	"Q":	164.1,	"GW":	-26.84,	"PDSI":	
"3.2358",	"PUMP":	0.64	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-01",	"year":	1959,	"month":	1,	"Q":	144.3,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-03",	"year":	1959,	"month":	3,	"Q":	149.3,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-04",	"year":	1959,	"month":	4,	"Q":	177.3,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-05",	"year":	1959,	"month":	5,	"Q":	363.9,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-06",	"year":	1959,	"month":	6,	"Q":	253.3,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-07",	"year":	1959,	"month":	7,	"Q":	335.8,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-08",	"year":	1959,	"month":	8,	"Q":	427.3,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-09",	"year":	1959,	"month":	9,	"Q":	419.1,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-10",	"year":	1959,	"month":	10,	"Q":	255.3,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-11",	"year":	1959,	"month":	11,	"Q":	191.1,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1959-12",	"year":	1959,	"month":	12,	"Q":	176.0,	"GW":	-19.91,	"PDSI":	
"1.7375",	"PUMP":	1.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1960-01",	"year":	1960,	"month":	1,	"Q":	152.5,	"GW":	-48.25,	"PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1960-02",	"year":	1960,	"month":	2,	"Q":	180.9,	"GW":	-48.25,	"PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1960-04",	"year":	1960,	"month":	4,	"Q":	226.3,	"GW":	-48.25,	"PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1960-05",	"year":	1960,	"month":	5,	"Q":	381.4,	"GW":	-48.25,	"PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1960-06",	"year":	1960,	"month":	6,	"Q":	203.6,	"GW":	-48.25,	"PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1960-07",	"year":	1960,	"month":	7,	"Q":	122.3,	"GW":	-48.25,	"PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1960-08",	 "year":	1960,	"month":	8,	 "Q":	5.14,	 "GW":	 -48.25,	 "PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	 "SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1960-09",	 "year":	 1960,	 "month":	 9,	 "Q":	 3.6,	 "GW":	 -48.25,	 "PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1960-10",	"year":	1960,	"month":	10,	"Q":	16.5,	"GW":	-48.25,	"PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1960-11",	"year":	1960,	"month":	11,	"Q":	53.2,	"GW":	-48.25,	"PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1960-12",	"year":	1960,	"month":	12,	"Q":	81.5,	"GW":	-48.25,	"PDSI":	
"2.0992",	"PUMP":	1.97	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1961-01",	 "year":	1961,	"month":	1,	 "Q":	81.9,	 "GW":	 -39.35,	 "PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1961-02",	"year":	1961,	"month":	2,	"Q":	108.7,	"GW":	-39.35,	"PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1961-03",	"year":	1961,	"month":	3,	"Q":	109.9,	"GW":	-39.35,	"PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1961-05",	 "year":	1961,	"month":	5,	 "Q":	34.2,	 "GW":	 -39.35,	 "PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1961-06",	"year":	1961,	"month":	6,	"Q":	495.7,	"GW":	-39.35,	"PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1961-07",	"year":	1961,	"month":	7,	"Q":	152.2,	"GW":	-39.35,	"PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1961-08",	"year":	1961,	"month":	8,	"Q":	177.5,	"GW":	-39.35,	"PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1961-09",	 "year":	1961,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	74.8,	 "GW":	 -39.35,	 "PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1961-10",	"year":	1961,	"month":	10,	"Q":	185.4,	"GW":	-39.35,	"PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1961-11",	"year":	1961,	"month":	11,	"Q":	168.2,	"GW":	-39.35,	"PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1961-12",	"year":	1961,	"month":	12,	"Q":	162.2,	"GW":	-39.35,	"PDSI":	
"0.3475",	"PUMP":	2.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-01",	"year":	1962,	"month":	1,	"Q":	119.1,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-02",	"year":	1962,	"month":	2,	"Q":	161.6,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-03",	"year":	1962,	"month":	3,	"Q":	149.5,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-04",	"year":	1962,	"month":	4,	"Q":	240.7,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-06",	"year":	1962,	"month":	6,	"Q":	303.7,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-07",	"year":	1962,	"month":	7,	"Q":	198.5,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-08",	"year":	1962,	"month":	8,	"Q":	107.0,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1962-09",	 "year":	1962,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	11.4,	 "GW":	 -40.94,	 "PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-10",	"year":	1962,	"month":	10,	"Q":	19.8,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-11",	"year":	1962,	"month":	11,	"Q":	55.2,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1962-12",	"year":	1962,	"month":	12,	"Q":	111.9,	"GW":	-40.94,	"PDSI":	
"0.3017",	"PUMP":	1.07	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-01",	"year":	1963,	"month":	1,	"Q":	92.9,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-02",	"year":	1963,	"month":	2,	"Q":	164.8,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-03",	"year":	1963,	"month":	3,	"Q":	124.3,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-04",	"year":	1963,	"month":	4,	"Q":	171.3,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-05",	"year":	1963,	"month":	5,	"Q":	7.15,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-07",	"year":	1963,	"month":	7,	"Q":	57.0,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-08",	"year":	1963,	"month":	8,	"Q":	9.04,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-09",	"year":	1963,	"month":	9,	"Q":	59.3,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-10",	"year":	1963,	"month":	10,	"Q":	20.7,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-11",	"year":	1963,	"month":	11,	"Q":	15.6,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1963-12",	"year":	1963,	"month":	12,	"Q":	28.9,	"GW":	-61.09,	"PDSI":	"-
2.428",	"PUMP":	3.94	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-01",	"year":	1964,	"month":	1,	"Q":	44.2,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-02",	"year":	1964,	"month":	2,	"Q":	62.1,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-03",	"year":	1964,	"month":	3,	"Q":	49.3,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-04",	"year":	1964,	"month":	4,	"Q":	67.4,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-05",	"year":	1964,	"month":	5,	"Q":	561.7,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-06",	"year":	1964,	"month":	6,	"Q":	390.5,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-08",	"year":	1964,	"month":	8,	"Q":	3.27,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-09",	"year":	1964,	"month":	9,	"Q":	3.45,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-10",	"year":	1964,	"month":	10,	"Q":	3.93,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-11",	"year":	1964,	"month":	11,	"Q":	11.9,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1964-12",	"year":	1964,	"month":	12,	"Q":	14.7,	"GW":	-34.6,	"PDSI":	"-
2.466",	"PUMP":	10.7	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1965-01",	 "year":	1965,	"month":	1,	 "Q":	19.3,	 "GW":	 -61.56,	 "PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1965-02",	 "year":	1965,	"month":	2,	 "Q":	27.4,	 "GW":	 -61.56,	 "PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1965-03",	 "year":	1965,	"month":	3,	 "Q":	29.6,	 "GW":	 -61.56,	 "PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1965-04",	 "year":	1965,	"month":	4,	 "Q":	23.8,	 "GW":	 -61.56,	 "PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1965-05",	 "year":	1965,	"month":	5,	 "Q":	37.2,	 "GW":	 -61.56,	 "PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1965-06",	"year":	1965,	"month":	6,	"Q":	9499.0,	"GW":	-61.56,	"PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1965-07",	"year":	1965,	"month":	7,	"Q":	726.5,	"GW":	-61.56,	"PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1965-09",	"year":	1965,	"month":	9,	"Q":	1131.0,	"GW":	-61.56,	"PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1965-10",	"year":	1965,	"month":	10,	"Q":	302.4,	"GW":	-61.56,	"PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1965-11",	"year":	1965,	"month":	11,	"Q":	267.6,	"GW":	-61.56,	"PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1965-12",	"year":	1965,	"month":	12,	"Q":	283.6,	"GW":	-61.56,	"PDSI":	
"1.2208",	"PUMP":	3.1	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-01",	"year":	1966,	"month":	1,	"Q":	259.8,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-02",	"year":	1966,	"month":	2,	"Q":	614.9,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-03",	"year":	1966,	"month":	3,	"Q":	322.1,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-04",	"year":	1966,	"month":	4,	"Q":	401.9,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-05",	"year":	1966,	"month":	5,	"Q":	421.4,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-06",	"year":	1966,	"month":	6,	"Q":	521.4,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-07",	"year":	1966,	"month":	7,	"Q":	462.7,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-08",	"year":	1966,	"month":	8,	"Q":	442.2,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-10",	"year":	1966,	"month":	10,	"Q":	220.4,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-11",	"year":	1966,	"month":	11,	"Q":	130.1,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1966-12",	"year":	1966,	"month":	12,	"Q":	114.1,	"GW":	-76.82,	"PDSI":	
"1.157",	"PUMP":	4.88	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-01",	"year":	1967,	"month":	1,	"Q":	149.6,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	"-
1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-02",	"year":	1967,	"month":	2,	"Q":	137.4,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	"-
1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-03",	"year":	1967,	"month":	3,	"Q":	86.1,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	"-
1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-04",	"year":	1967,	"month":	4,	"Q":	412.3,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	"-
1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-05",	"year":	1967,	"month":	5,	"Q":	439.1,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	"-
1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-06",	"year":	1967,	"month":	6,	"Q":	397.6,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	"-
1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-07",	"year":	1967,	"month":	7,	"Q":	364.7,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	"-
1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-08",	"year":	1967,	"month":	8,	"Q":	440.8,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	"-
1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-09",	"year":	1967,	"month":	9,	"Q":	354.1,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	"-
1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-11",	"year":	1967,	"month":	11,	"Q":	150.3,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	
"-1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1967-12",	"year":	1967,	"month":	12,	"Q":	124.1,	"GW":	-83.85,	"PDSI":	
"-1.998",	"PUMP":	5.52	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-01",	"year":	1968,	"month":	1,	"Q":	130.7,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-02",	"year":	1968,	"month":	2,	"Q":	124.6,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-03",	"year":	1968,	"month":	3,	"Q":	80.6,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-04",	"year":	1968,	"month":	4,	"Q":	317.0,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-05",	"year":	1968,	"month":	5,	"Q":	77.5,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-06",	"year":	1968,	"month":	6,	"Q":	182.8,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-07",	"year":	1968,	"month":	7,	"Q":	78.7,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-08",	"year":	1968,	"month":	8,	"Q":	261.1,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-09",	"year":	1968,	"month":	9,	"Q":	24.1,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-10",	"year":	1968,	"month":	10,	"Q":	36.9,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1968-12",	"year":	1968,	"month":	12,	"Q":	95.8,	"GW":	-83.2,	"PDSI":	"-
1.579",	"PUMP":	6.61	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-01",	"year":	1969,	"month":	1,	"Q":	112.3,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-02",	"year":	1969,	"month":	2,	"Q":	112.8,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-03",	"year":	1969,	"month":	3,	"Q":	115.8,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-04",	"year":	1969,	"month":	4,	"Q":	129.9,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-05",	"year":	1969,	"month":	5,	"Q":	351.1,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-06",	"year":	1969,	"month":	6,	"Q":	312.6,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-07",	"year":	1969,	"month":	7,	"Q":	270.6,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-08",	"year":	1969,	"month":	8,	"Q":	127.4,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-09",	"year":	1969,	"month":	9,	"Q":	296.9,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-10",	"year":	1969,	"month":	10,	"Q":	158.1,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1969-11",	"year":	1969,	"month":	11,	"Q":	155.0,	"GW":	-85.26,	"PDSI":	
"1.0725",	"PUMP":	5.32	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-01",	"year":	1970,	"month":	1,	"Q":	128.8,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	"-
1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-02",	"year":	1970,	"month":	2,	"Q":	122.0,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	"-
1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-03",	"year":	1970,	"month":	3,	"Q":	116.9,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	"-
1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-04",	"year":	1970,	"month":	4,	"Q":	204.8,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	"-
1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-05",	"year":	1970,	"month":	5,	"Q":	495.9,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	"-
1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-06",	"year":	1970,	"month":	6,	"Q":	226.4,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	"-
1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-07",	"year":	1970,	"month":	7,	"Q":	320.6,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	"-
1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-08",	"year":	1970,	"month":	8,	"Q":	150.4,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	"-
1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-09",	"year":	1970,	"month":	9,	"Q":	168.8,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	"-
1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-10",	"year":	1970,	"month":	10,	"Q":	186.2,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	
"-1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-11",	"year":	1970,	"month":	11,	"Q":	147.2,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	
"-1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1970-12",	"year":	1970,	"month":	12,	"Q":	166.4,	"GW":	-87.29,	"PDSI":	
"-1.158",	"PUMP":	10.74	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-02",	"year":	1971,	"month":	2,	"Q":	146.2,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	"-
0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-03",	"year":	1971,	"month":	3,	"Q":	124.5,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	"-
0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-04",	"year":	1971,	"month":	4,	"Q":	317.6,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	"-
0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-05",	"year":	1971,	"month":	5,	"Q":	136.6,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	"-
0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-06",	"year":	1971,	"month":	6,	"Q":	177.3,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	"-
0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-07",	"year":	1971,	"month":	7,	"Q":	215.9,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	"-
0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-08",	"year":	1971,	"month":	8,	"Q":	111.1,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	"-
0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-09",	"year":	1971,	"month":	9,	"Q":	51.7,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	"-
0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-10",	"year":	1971,	"month":	10,	"Q":	80.9,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	"-
0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-11",	"year":	1971,	"month":	11,	"Q":	126.9,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	
"-0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1971-12",	"year":	1971,	"month":	12,	"Q":	154.0,	"GW":	-85.25,	"PDSI":	
"-0.602",	"PUMP":	5.41	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1972-01",	"year":	1972,	"month":	1,	"Q":	125.1,	"GW":	-87.93,	"PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1972-03",	 "year":	1972,	"month":	3,	 "Q":	94.5,	 "GW":	 -87.93,	 "PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1972-04",	"year":	1972,	"month":	4,	"Q":	233.9,	"GW":	-87.93,	"PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1972-05",	 "year":	1972,	"month":	5,	 "Q":	75.5,	 "GW":	 -87.93,	 "PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1972-06",	"year":	1972,	"month":	6,	"Q":	154.4,	"GW":	-87.93,	"PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1972-07",	"year":	1972,	"month":	7,	"Q":	146.3,	"GW":	-87.93,	"PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1972-08",	"year":	1972,	"month":	8,	"Q":	278.5,	"GW":	-87.93,	"PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1972-09",	"year":	1972,	"month":	9,	"Q":	217.4,	"GW":	-87.93,	"PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1972-10",	"year":	1972,	"month":	10,	"Q":	84.1,	"GW":	-87.93,	"PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1972-11",	"year":	1972,	"month":	11,	"Q":	103.7,	"GW":	-87.93,	"PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1972-12",	"year":	1972,	"month":	12,	"Q":	76.2,	"GW":	-87.93,	"PDSI":	
"1.0667",	"PUMP":	5.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1973-01",	 "year":	1973,	"month":	1,	 "Q":	95.9,	 "GW":	 -83.86,	 "PDSI":	
"4.2808",	"PUMP":	10.78	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
















































{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-01",	"year":	1974,	"month":	1,	"Q":	130.1,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-02",	"year":	1974,	"month":	2,	"Q":	129.0,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-03",	"year":	1974,	"month":	3,	"Q":	129.0,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-04",	"year":	1974,	"month":	4,	"Q":	258.6,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-05",	"year":	1974,	"month":	5,	"Q":	55.8,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-06",	"year":	1974,	"month":	6,	"Q":	45.6,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-07",	"year":	1974,	"month":	7,	"Q":	3.85,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-08",	"year":	1974,	"month":	8,	"Q":	0.5,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-09",	"year":	1974,	"month":	9,	"Q":	0.192,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-10",	"year":	1974,	"month":	10,	"Q":	0.306,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	
"-0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-11",	"year":	1974,	"month":	11,	"Q":	0.745,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	
"-0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1974-12",	"year":	1974,	"month":	12,	"Q":	0.69,	"GW":	-85.49,	"PDSI":	"-
0.596",	"PUMP":	22.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-02",	"year":	1975,	"month":	2,	"Q":	22.9,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-03",	"year":	1975,	"month":	3,	"Q":	32.6,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-04",	"year":	1975,	"month":	4,	"Q":	55.2,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-05",	"year":	1975,	"month":	5,	"Q":	48.4,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-06",	"year":	1975,	"month":	6,	"Q":	180.1,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-07",	"year":	1975,	"month":	7,	"Q":	128.8,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-08",	"year":	1975,	"month":	8,	"Q":	96.2,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-09",	"year":	1975,	"month":	9,	"Q":	3.62,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-10",	"year":	1975,	"month":	10,	"Q":	1.21,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-11",	"year":	1975,	"month":	11,	"Q":	6.99,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1975-12",	"year":	1975,	"month":	12,	"Q":	13.9,	"GW":	-90.1,	"PDSI":	"-
0.804",	"PUMP":	39.27	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-01",	"year":	1976,	"month":	1,	"Q":	14.9,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-03",	"year":	1976,	"month":	3,	"Q":	26.3,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-04",	"year":	1976,	"month":	4,	"Q":	41.1,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-05",	"year":	1976,	"month":	5,	"Q":	61.3,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-06",	"year":	1976,	"month":	6,	"Q":	36.3,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-07",	"year":	1976,	"month":	7,	"Q":	4.09,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-08",	"year":	1976,	"month":	8,	"Q":	66.5,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-09",	"year":	1976,	"month":	9,	"Q":	5.94,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-10",	"year":	1976,	"month":	10,	"Q":	1.02,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-11",	"year":	1976,	"month":	11,	"Q":	2.28,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1976-12",	"year":	1976,	"month":	12,	"Q":	2.13,	"GW":	-87.4,	"PDSI":	"-
0.844",	"PUMP":	50.0	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-01",	"year":	1977,	"month":	1,	"Q":	1.97,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	"-
1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-02",	"year":	1977,	"month":	2,	"Q":	6.16,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	"-
1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-04",	"year":	1977,	"month":	4,	"Q":	43.6,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	"-
1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-05",	"year":	1977,	"month":	5,	"Q":	134.5,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	"-
1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-06",	"year":	1977,	"month":	6,	"Q":	36.0,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	"-
1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-07",	"year":	1977,	"month":	7,	"Q":	3.72,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	"-
1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-08",	"year":	1977,	"month":	8,	"Q":	102.2,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	"-
1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-09",	"year":	1977,	"month":	9,	"Q":	8.82,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	"-
1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-10",	"year":	1977,	"month":	10,	"Q":	0.762,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	
"-1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-11",	"year":	1977,	"month":	11,	"Q":	0.833,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	
"-1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1977-12",	"year":	1977,	"month":	12,	"Q":	0.93,	"GW":	-78.11,	"PDSI":	"-
1.449",	"PUMP":	64.6	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-01",	"year":	1978,	"month":	1,	"Q":	1.25,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-02",	"year":	1978,	"month":	2,	"Q":	0.979,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-03",	"year":	1978,	"month":	3,	"Q":	1.7,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-05",	"year":	1978,	"month":	5,	"Q":	43.5,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-06",	"year":	1978,	"month":	6,	"Q":	298.3,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-07",	"year":	1978,	"month":	7,	"Q":	140.9,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-08",	"year":	1978,	"month":	8,	"Q":	41.2,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-09",	"year":	1978,	"month":	9,	"Q":	2.88,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-10",	"year":	1978,	"month":	10,	"Q":	0.779,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	
"-0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-11",	"year":	1978,	"month":	11,	"Q":	1.09,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1978-12",	"year":	1978,	"month":	12,	"Q":	1.31,	"GW":	-57.59,	"PDSI":	"-
0.693",	"PUMP":	80.76	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1979-01",	 "year":	1979,	"month":	1,	 "Q":	1.19,	 "GW":	 -54.69,	 "PDSI":	
"1.1833",	"PUMP":	71.42	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1979-02",	 "year":	1979,	"month":	2,	 "Q":	1.72,	 "GW":	 -54.69,	 "PDSI":	
"1.1833",	"PUMP":	71.42	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1979-03",	 "year":	1979,	"month":	3,	 "Q":	3.74,	 "GW":	 -54.69,	 "PDSI":	
"1.1833",	"PUMP":	71.42	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1979-05",	 "year":	1979,	"month":	5,	 "Q":	8.11,	 "GW":	 -54.69,	 "PDSI":	
"1.1833",	"PUMP":	71.42	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1979-06",	 "year":	1979,	"month":	6,	 "Q":	67.4,	 "GW":	 -54.69,	 "PDSI":	
"1.1833",	"PUMP":	71.42	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1979-07",	 "year":	1979,	"month":	7,	 "Q":	72.9,	 "GW":	 -54.69,	 "PDSI":	
"1.1833",	"PUMP":	71.42	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1979-08",	 "year":	1979,	"month":	8,	 "Q":	5.09,	 "GW":	 -54.69,	 "PDSI":	
"1.1833",	"PUMP":	71.42	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
















{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1980-01",	 "year":	1980,	"month":	1,	 "Q":	2.19,	 "GW":	 -85.03,	 "PDSI":	
"0.7933",	"PUMP":	97.73	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1980-03",	 "year":	1980,	"month":	3,	 "Q":	25.7,	 "GW":	 -85.03,	 "PDSI":	
"0.7933",	"PUMP":	97.73	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	




















{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1980-09",	 "year":	1980,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	21.5,	 "GW":	 -85.03,	 "PDSI":	
"0.7933",	"PUMP":	97.73	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	














{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-01",	"year":	1981,	"month":	1,	"Q":	60.6,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-02",	"year":	1981,	"month":	2,	"Q":	49.5,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-03",	"year":	1981,	"month":	3,	"Q":	56.4,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-04",	"year":	1981,	"month":	4,	"Q":	21.3,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-05",	"year":	1981,	"month":	5,	"Q":	25.7,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-06",	"year":	1981,	"month":	6,	"Q":	24.5,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-07",	"year":	1981,	"month":	7,	"Q":	134.0,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-08",	"year":	1981,	"month":	8,	"Q":	175.5,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-09",	"year":	1981,	"month":	9,	"Q":	117.4,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-10",	"year":	1981,	"month":	10,	"Q":	21.3,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-11",	"year":	1981,	"month":	11,	"Q":	28.3,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1981-12",	"year":	1981,	"month":	12,	"Q":	32.8,	"GW":	-85.6,	"PDSI":	"-
0.653",	"PUMP":	101.51	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-02",	"year":	1982,	"month":	2,	"Q":	52.3,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-03",	"year":	1982,	"month":	3,	"Q":	50.4,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-04",	"year":	1982,	"month":	4,	"Q":	26.6,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-05",	"year":	1982,	"month":	5,	"Q":	36.9,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-06",	"year":	1982,	"month":	6,	"Q":	170.8,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-07",	"year":	1982,	"month":	7,	"Q":	218.2,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-08",	"year":	1982,	"month":	8,	"Q":	161.0,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-09",	"year":	1982,	"month":	9,	"Q":	173.4,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	




{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-11",	"year":	1982,	"month":	11,	"Q":	83.3,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1982-12",	"year":	1982,	"month":	12,	"Q":	86.4,	"GW":	-81.38,	"PDSI":	"-
0.026",	"PUMP":	120.31	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	














{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1983-04",	 "year":	1983,	"month":	4,	 "Q":	94.3,	 "GW":	 -99.99,	 "PDSI":	
"0.3117",	"PUMP":	127.66	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	






































































































































{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1986-01",	"year":	1986,	"month":	1,	"Q":	176.6,	"GW":	-88.55,	"PDSI":	"-
0.088",	"PUMP":	131.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1986-02",	"year":	1986,	"month":	2,	"Q":	169.3,	"GW":	-88.55,	"PDSI":	"-
0.088",	"PUMP":	131.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1986-03",	"year":	1986,	"month":	3,	"Q":	249.2,	"GW":	-88.55,	"PDSI":	"-
0.088",	"PUMP":	131.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1986-04",	"year":	1986,	"month":	4,	"Q":	560.9,	"GW":	-88.55,	"PDSI":	"-
0.088",	"PUMP":	131.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1986-05",	"year":	1986,	"month":	5,	"Q":	321.6,	"GW":	-88.55,	"PDSI":	"-
0.088",	"PUMP":	131.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1986-07",	"year":	1986,	"month":	7,	"Q":	507.6,	"GW":	-88.55,	"PDSI":	"-
0.088",	"PUMP":	131.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1986-08",	"year":	1986,	"month":	8,	"Q":	530.2,	"GW":	-88.55,	"PDSI":	"-
0.088",	"PUMP":	131.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1986-09",	"year":	1986,	"month":	9,	"Q":	356.8,	"GW":	-88.55,	"PDSI":	"-
0.088",	"PUMP":	131.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	






























































{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1988-01",	"year":	1988,	"month":	1,	"Q":	200.6,	"GW":	-85.81,	"PDSI":	"-
0.753",	"PUMP":	178.48	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1988-02",	"year":	1988,	"month":	2,	"Q":	213.1,	"GW":	-85.81,	"PDSI":	"-
0.753",	"PUMP":	178.48	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1988-04",	"year":	1988,	"month":	4,	"Q":	409.1,	"GW":	-85.81,	"PDSI":	"-
0.753",	"PUMP":	178.48	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1988-05",	"year":	1988,	"month":	5,	"Q":	251.4,	"GW":	-85.81,	"PDSI":	"-
0.753",	"PUMP":	178.48	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1988-06",	"year":	1988,	"month":	6,	"Q":	344.3,	"GW":	-85.81,	"PDSI":	"-
0.753",	"PUMP":	178.48	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1988-07",	"year":	1988,	"month":	7,	"Q":	598.7,	"GW":	-85.81,	"PDSI":	"-
0.753",	"PUMP":	178.48	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1988-08",	"year":	1988,	"month":	8,	"Q":	617.5,	"GW":	-85.81,	"PDSI":	"-
0.753",	"PUMP":	178.48	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1988-09",	"year":	1988,	"month":	9,	"Q":	301.3,	"GW":	-85.81,	"PDSI":	"-
0.753",	"PUMP":	178.48	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	


























{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1989-04",	 "year":	1989,	"month":	4,	 "Q":	97.5,	 "GW":	 -91.17,	 "PDSI":	
"0.9067",	"PUMP":	158.96	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	














































{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1990-04",	 "year":	1990,	"month":	4,	 "Q":	97.8,	 "GW":	 -75.72,	 "PDSI":	
"1.3667",	"PUMP":	186.18	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1990-05",	 "year":	1990,	"month":	5,	 "Q":	92.3,	 "GW":	 -75.72,	 "PDSI":	
"1.3667",	"PUMP":	186.18	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	








{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1990-08",	 "year":	1990,	"month":	8,	 "Q":	64.4,	 "GW":	 -75.72,	 "PDSI":	
"1.3667",	"PUMP":	186.18	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1990-09",	 "year":	1990,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	26.2,	 "GW":	 -75.72,	 "PDSI":	
"1.3667",	"PUMP":	186.18	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	














{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-01",	"year":	1991,	"month":	1,	"Q":	112.4,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-02",	"year":	1991,	"month":	2,	"Q":	112.0,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-03",	"year":	1991,	"month":	3,	"Q":	84.0,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-04",	"year":	1991,	"month":	4,	"Q":	61.3,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-05",	"year":	1991,	"month":	5,	"Q":	54.6,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-06",	"year":	1991,	"month":	6,	"Q":	106.3,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-07",	"year":	1991,	"month":	7,	"Q":	247.9,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-08",	"year":	1991,	"month":	8,	"Q":	74.5,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-09",	"year":	1991,	"month":	9,	"Q":	25.5,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-10",	"year":	1991,	"month":	10,	"Q":	24.5,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"1991-12",	"year":	1991,	"month":	12,	"Q":	98.6,	"GW":	-88.68,	"PDSI":	"-
1.33",	"PUMP":	187.12	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	








{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1992-03",	 "year":	1992,	"month":	3,	 "Q":	82.0,	 "GW":	 -89.91,	 "PDSI":	
"0.9733",	"PUMP":	111.33	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1992-04",	 "year":	1992,	"month":	4,	 "Q":	57.1,	 "GW":	 -89.91,	 "PDSI":	
"0.9733",	"PUMP":	111.33	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1992-05",	 "year":	1992,	"month":	5,	 "Q":	30.1,	 "GW":	 -89.91,	 "PDSI":	
"0.9733",	"PUMP":	111.33	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	"1992-06",	 "year":	1992,	"month":	6,	 "Q":	60.9,	 "GW":	 -89.91,	 "PDSI":	
"0.9733",	"PUMP":	111.33	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	








{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	



















































{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1993-09",	 "year":	1993,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	88.3,	 "GW":	 -63.47,	 "PDSI":	
"4.3458",	"PUMP":	105.57	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	




















{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1994-03",	 "year":	1994,	"month":	3,	 "Q":	96.9,	 "GW":	 -68.14,	 "PDSI":	
"2.1633",	"PUMP":	175.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	




{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	

















{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "1994-09",	 "year":	1994,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	91.6,	 "GW":	 -68.14,	 "PDSI":	
"2.1633",	"PUMP":	175.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	














































































































































































































































































































































































{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-01",	"year":	2002,	"month":	1,	"Q":	120.0,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-02",	"year":	2002,	"month":	2,	"Q":	124.5,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-03",	"year":	2002,	"month":	3,	"Q":	102.8,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-04",	"year":	2002,	"month":	4,	"Q":	97.5,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-05",	"year":	2002,	"month":	5,	"Q":	66.1,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-06",	"year":	2002,	"month":	6,	"Q":	71.9,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-07",	"year":	2002,	"month":	7,	"Q":	105.8,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-08",	"year":	2002,	"month":	8,	"Q":	35.1,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-09",	"year":	2002,	"month":	9,	"Q":	46.8,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-10",	"year":	2002,	"month":	10,	"Q":	30.3,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2002-12",	"year":	2002,	"month":	12,	"Q":	48.4,	"GW":	-48.05,	"PDSI":	"-
2.712",	"PUMP":	188.3	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-01",	"year":	2003,	"month":	1,	"Q":	50.7,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-02",	"year":	2003,	"month":	2,	"Q":	52.6,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-03",	"year":	2003,	"month":	3,	"Q":	56.0,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-04",	"year":	2003,	"month":	4,	"Q":	36.6,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-05",	"year":	2003,	"month":	5,	"Q":	35.7,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-06",	"year":	2003,	"month":	6,	"Q":	76.6,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-07",	"year":	2003,	"month":	7,	"Q":	9.54,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-08",	"year":	2003,	"month":	8,	"Q":	1.59,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-09",	"year":	2003,	"month":	9,	"Q":	1.36,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-10",	"year":	2003,	"month":	10,	"Q":	1.31,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2003-11",	"year":	2003,	"month":	11,	"Q":	4.39,	"GW":	-81.9,	"PDSI":	"-
1.425",	"PUMP":	178.17	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	 "SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-01",	 "year":	 2004,	 "month":	 1,	 "Q":	 30.7,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	 "SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-02",	 "year":	 2004,	 "month":	 2,	 "Q":	 33.5,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	 "SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-03",	 "year":	 2004,	 "month":	 3,	 "Q":	 35.9,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-04",	 "year":	2004,	"month":	4,	 "Q":	246.3,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	 "SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-05",	 "year":	 2004,	 "month":	 5,	 "Q":	 67.7,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-06",	 "year":	2004,	"month":	6,	 "Q":	142.1,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-07",	 "year":	2004,	"month":	7,	 "Q":	109.0,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	 "SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-08",	 "year":	 2004,	 "month":	 8,	 "Q":	 89.3,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	 "SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-09",	 "year":	 2004,	 "month":	 9,	 "Q":	 38.7,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-11",	 "year":	2004,	"month":	11,	 "Q":	63.4,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2004-12",	 "year":	2004,	"month":	12,	 "Q":	65.6,	 "GW":	 -91.1,	 "PDSI":	
"0.4017",	"PUMP":	137.59	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	


















































{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-01",	"year":	2006,	"month":	1,	"Q":	61.3,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-02",	"year":	2006,	"month":	2,	"Q":	53.1,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-03",	"year":	2006,	"month":	3,	"Q":	45.7,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-04",	"year":	2006,	"month":	4,	"Q":	25.5,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-05",	"year":	2006,	"month":	5,	"Q":	10.9,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-06",	"year":	2006,	"month":	6,	"Q":	20.3,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-07",	"year":	2006,	"month":	7,	"Q":	242.6,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-09",	"year":	2006,	"month":	9,	"Q":	89.8,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-10",	"year":	2006,	"month":	10,	"Q":	94.0,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	




{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2006-12",	"year":	2006,	"month":	12,	"Q":	87.5,	"GW":	-92.51,	"PDSI":	"-
0.881",	"PUMP":	162.62	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2007-01",	 "year":	2007,	"month":	1,	 "Q":	64.7,	 "GW":	 -33.99,	 "PDSI":	
"1.2058",	"PUMP":	125.46	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	






























{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2007-09",	 "year":	2007,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	91.5,	 "GW":	 -33.99,	 "PDSI":	
"1.2058",	"PUMP":	125.46	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
















{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2008-02",	 "year":	2008,	"month":	2,	 "Q":	95.9,	 "GW":	 -74.47,	 "PDSI":	
"0.0542",	"PUMP":	149.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2008-03",	 "year":	2008,	"month":	3,	 "Q":	86.6,	 "GW":	 -74.47,	 "PDSI":	
"0.0542",	"PUMP":	149.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2008-04",	 "year":	2008,	"month":	4,	 "Q":	77.0,	 "GW":	 -74.47,	 "PDSI":	
"0.0542",	"PUMP":	149.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2008-06",	 "year":	2008,	"month":	6,	 "Q":	58.7,	 "GW":	 -74.47,	 "PDSI":	
"0.0542",	"PUMP":	149.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	








{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2008-09",	 "year":	2008,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	94.5,	 "GW":	 -74.47,	 "PDSI":	
"0.0542",	"PUMP":	149.43	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	












{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2009-01",	 "year":	2009,	"month":	1,	 "Q":	99.5,	 "GW":	 -73.19,	 "PDSI":	
"1.6583",	"PUMP":	140.46	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2009-02",	 "year":	2009,	"month":	2,	 "Q":	93.4,	 "GW":	 -73.19,	 "PDSI":	
"1.6583",	"PUMP":	140.46	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2009-04",	 "year":	2009,	"month":	4,	 "Q":	80.5,	 "GW":	 -73.19,	 "PDSI":	
"1.6583",	"PUMP":	140.46	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2009-05",	 "year":	2009,	"month":	5,	 "Q":	72.5,	 "GW":	 -73.19,	 "PDSI":	
"1.6583",	"PUMP":	140.46	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	












{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2009-09",	 "year":	2009,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	79.1,	 "GW":	 -73.19,	 "PDSI":	
"1.6583",	"PUMP":	140.46	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	






























{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2010-05",	 "year":	2010,	"month":	5,	 "Q":	77.7,	 "GW":	 -61.37,	 "PDSI":	
"0.1783",	"PUMP":	152.37	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	












{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2010-09",	 "year":	2010,	"month":	9,	 "Q":	56.7,	 "GW":	 -61.37,	 "PDSI":	
"0.1783",	"PUMP":	152.37	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	














{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-01",	"year":	2011,	"month":	1,	"Q":	83.8,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-02",	"year":	2011,	"month":	2,	"Q":	86.7,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-03",	"year":	2011,	"month":	3,	"Q":	71.6,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-04",	"year":	2011,	"month":	4,	"Q":	52.9,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-05",	"year":	2011,	"month":	5,	"Q":	32.0,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-06",	"year":	2011,	"month":	6,	"Q":	50.6,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-07",	"year":	2011,	"month":	7,	"Q":	264.1,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-08",	"year":	2011,	"month":	8,	"Q":	67.6,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-09",	"year":	2011,	"month":	9,	"Q":	29.4,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-10",	"year":	2011,	"month":	10,	"Q":	40.1,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2011-12",	"year":	2011,	"month":	12,	"Q":	57.8,	"GW":	-80.69,	"PDSI":	"-
3.235",	"PUMP":	196.09	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-01",	"year":	2012,	"month":	1,	"Q":	86.3,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-02",	"year":	2012,	"month":	2,	"Q":	77.6,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-03",	"year":	2012,	"month":	3,	"Q":	61.0,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-04",	"year":	2012,	"month":	4,	"Q":	46.6,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-05",	"year":	2012,	"month":	5,	"Q":	16.9,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-06",	"year":	2012,	"month":	6,	"Q":	3.0,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-07",	"year":	2012,	"month":	7,	"Q":	0.827,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-08",	"year":	2012,	"month":	8,	"Q":	0.554,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-09",	"year":	2012,	"month":	9,	"Q":	0.461,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	




{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2012-11",	"year":	2012,	"month":	11,	"Q":	0.11,	"GW":	-73.15,	"PDSI":	"-
2.979",	"PUMP":	176.02	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	






{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-01",	"year":	2013,	"month":	1,	"Q":	0.308,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-02",	"year":	2013,	"month":	2,	"Q":	0.545,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-03",	"year":	2013,	"month":	3,	"Q":	0.502,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-04",	"year":	2013,	"month":	4,	"Q":	1.43,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-05",	"year":	2013,	"month":	5,	"Q":	1.17,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-06",	"year":	2013,	"month":	6,	"Q":	0.57,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-07",	"year":	2013,	"month":	7,	"Q":	0.038,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-08",	"year":	2013,	"month":	8,	"Q":	18.9,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-09",	"year":	2013,	"month":	9,	"Q":	8.6,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-10",	"year":	2013,	"month":	10,	"Q":	21.7,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2013-11",	"year":	2013,	"month":	11,	"Q":	17.3,	"GW":	-94.54,	"PDSI":	"-
2.537",	"PUMP":	141.36	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-01",	"year":	2014,	"month":	1,	"Q":	38.5,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-02",	"year":	2014,	"month":	2,	"Q":	32.1,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-03",	"year":	2014,	"month":	3,	"Q":	31.0,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-04",	"year":	2014,	"month":	4,	"Q":	13.7,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-05",	"year":	2014,	"month":	5,	"Q":	5.78,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-06",	"year":	2014,	"month":	6,	"Q":	24.5,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-07",	"year":	2014,	"month":	7,	"Q":	274.6,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-08",	"year":	2014,	"month":	8,	"Q":	273.3,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-09",	"year":	2014,	"month":	9,	"Q":	66.2,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-10",	"year":	2014,	"month":	10,	"Q":	52.4,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-11",	"year":	2014,	"month":	11,	"Q":	54.9,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2014-12",	"year":	2014,	"month":	12,	"Q":	58.0,	"GW":	-90.85,	"PDSI":	"-
0.427",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	





{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2015-02",	 "year":	2015,	"month":	2,	 "Q":	52.6,	 "GW":	 -88.89,	 "PDSI":	
"2.2942",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2015-03",	 "year":	2015,	"month":	3,	 "Q":	44.9,	 "GW":	 -88.89,	 "PDSI":	
"2.2942",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	
{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	 "date":	 "2015-04",	 "year":	2015,	"month":	4,	 "Q":	41.8,	 "GW":	 -88.89,	 "PDSI":	
"2.2942",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	}	
},	














































{	 "type":	 "Feature",	 "properties":	 {	 "long":	 -101.7568387,	 "lat":	 37.9661241,	 "site_no":	 7138000,	
"site_nm":	"SYRACUSE",	"date":	"2016-04",	"year":	2016,	"month":	4,	"Q":	118.5,	"GW":	-103.35,	"PDSI":	
"NoData",	"PUMP":	145.49	},	"geometry":	{	"type":	"Point",	"coordinates":	[	-101.7568387,	37.9661241	]	
}	}]}	
